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Recruiting U
Recruitet·s representing the following
companjes or agencies will visit the CenWr
to interview candidates for positions:

llllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
li'riday, October 3
UNITED STATES NAVY RECRUITING, OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAJ\1
-All. majors
Monday, October 6
VISTA-All ••miors
Monday, October 6
STATE OF HAWAII, DEPT. OF
EDUCA'l'ION, HONOLULU, HAWAIIElem-(K.6), Sec.-Counselors, Ind. Arts,
MathJ Physical Science, Specinl Education.
.Tuesday, October 'T
VISTA-All majors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUITING, OI•'FICEitS TRAINING PROGRAJ\1
-All majors
Wednesday, October 8
VISTA-All maiors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUIT·
1NG,. OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM
-All majors
Thursday, October 9
·
HUNT-WESSON FOODS, INC,-Mark·
eting, Management (BBA)
VISTA-All majors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUIT·
ING, O~'fiCERS TRAINING PROGRAM
-All maJors
BLUE BELL, INCORPORATED-En·
f:ineeri.ng, BBA, Acct., or any interested
student
Friday, October 10
VISTA-All majors
HALLIBURTON SERVICEs--ME, EE,
ChE, CE
Monday, October 13
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION,
MINING & METALS DIVISION-ChE,
ME, Geol. Engin., Geol. Metallurgy, MetalJurgical Engr.. Inorganic Chem., Mining
Engr. (BS, MS)
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
-Chern., ChE, CE, Acct. (BS) Gen. Bus.
with as many as 12 hours of accounting
THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIVISIONChE, ME, Ind. E (BS)" Chern. (BS), Acct,
Ind. Mgt. (BBA)
SINGER FRIDEN DIVJSION-EE, ME
(BS, MS), 'Industrial Engineering (BS)
Tuesday, October 14
CABOT CORPORATION-ChE, ME, CE
(BS), ChE (MS)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERV.
ICES ADMIN., COAST & GEODETIC
SURVEY-CE, EE, ME, Meteorology,
Math, Physics, Oceanography related Physical Sciences (BS, MS)
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARDCE, ME EE (BS, MSl
UNIVAC, DIV. OF SPERRY RAND
CORP. FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.-EE
(BS, MS) Com. Sol.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH CORP.-EE, ME, IE, Phya·
ics (BI'. MS l
TH~ GENERAL TffiE & RUBBER CO~I
PANY, CHEMICAL DIV.-ChE, l\IE, Ind.
E. (BS) Chem. (BS), Acct., Ind. Mgt.
(BBA)
Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
-ChE, l\1E, EE, CE, Math., Physics,
Chem.,(BS, MS)
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY-ME, EE
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL-DBA in Acctg. for Auditor positions, Lnw,
Gen. Bus., Acctg. for Special Agents
Thursday, October 16
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CONOCO-Bus. Admin, Stat., Math., Computer
Sci., & Engineering for Central Computer
Dept., ChE, Pet. Ref. Engin. for Process
Engineering Dept., Business Administration (BBA, MBA) for Continental Pipe
Line
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AUTONETICS DIV.-EE, Physics, (BS, MS,
PhD), ME (MS, PhDl Applied Math
(JIIS), LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.-ME, EE (BS,
1\!Sl CE <BS l
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORA·
TION-Math, Physics, Chern., Acct., Gen.
Bus., Ind. Admin, ChE, CE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL . CORPORATION-Acctg.,
Bus. Admin. with Acctg. Minor, Geology,
Geo-Physics Gcol. Engin., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE, Pet. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD), Physics, (BS, MS, PhD)
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB·
ORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALIF.
-EE, CE, ME (BS, MS, PhD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus. Admin., ChE, l\le, (BS, MS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)

Dames To Meet

The fall rush tea of the Kappa
Chapter of the University of New
Mexico Dames will be held in tl:ie
Desert Room of the Union Oct, 5
at 2 p.m.
All wives of students and
married women students are
invited to attend the tea, which is
held to greet prospective members
to the student wives organization.

A.A.U.P.
The American Association of
University Professors will meet
Oct. 9·11 at New Mexico State
University. The meeting will be
opened by former governor Jack
Campbell,

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5a
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

Parade Entries

The Special Edt!cation
Materials Center at Santa Barbara
All those interested in entering School on North Edith Street has
the 1969 Homecoming Parade received
a $3000 grant from the
should contact Rob Burpo, State Department of Education.
243-0995. Deadline for applying
The center is operated by
is Oct, 10.
Albuquerque
Public Schools,
The parade, which will be held
Nov. 15, will be the biggest ever UNM, and the State Department
due to participation by local of Education. It provides .services
to teachers, students 'and other
merchants, Burpo said.
This year's parade will have a persons interested in special
·
new category, clowns, in which education.
Mrs.
Jane
Blumenfeld,
an
· individuals or organizations may •
at
UNM,
is
coordinator
instructor
enter.
There will be a traveling trophy for the center.
awarded, as well as monetary
prizes for winning floats.
APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global T'an Lines Agent
ADVERTISING
All Types Moving &: Storage
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
Moving Is Our Only Business
169J' afteJ;"noons preferably or mail.
For Free Estimates
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

SCUBA DIVERS UNITE I Next meeting
of ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
on Friday, Oct. 10: 7 p.m.; Hospitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast. For details call: 842-8014. 10/7
SAVE YOUR SEEDS. To counteract pres·
ent international pressures, use this fall
and winter to save seeds for National
Planting Day, Easter Stmday, 1970.
Change our desolate wilderness into
grassy plains. 10/7
_
TWO UNM STUDENTS renting house,
need roomers I $40 mo. 296-4056, 298·
9342 after 5 :00 p.m. 10/3
THUNDERBIRD now taking staff applica·
tion. Openings for assistant editors and
advisors in drama and photography. Ap~
plication available in Rm. 159J' Journalism Bldg., (across from UD).
DEADLINE for ins<!l'ting classified 4 :00
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
THUNDERBffiD has checks for: Hector
Dante Cincotta, Jerry Fitz, and William
Worthington. They should be picked up
in room 159 of the Journalism Bldg.
this we-ek or they will be forfeited.
69 MIRAGE arc now on sale for SG rm.
205, Journalism Bldlg.

2)

LOST & FOUND

WALLET. Student lD 585·18·6284. $25
reward-No questions asked. Call 2991637.
LOST WIDE SILVER ring with a black
stone. Great sentimental value. Reward.
268-5921. 10/6

3)

SERVICES

HAVE ELITE. Will type your term papers.
Experienced. 296 ..2548. Doris J nckson.

5)

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Fl'idny • Odoba1• 3
Philosophy Club; basement conference
room, Zimmerman Ljbrary; 3 p.m,
Ii'riday night movie-, HDiabolique 11 ; 7 nnd
10 p.m.: 50 cents.
Snt\ltdny, October 4
Sntm·day ni~ht movjc, '~Roscmnry'n
Baby": 7 an<l 10 p.m.; 50 cent$,
Sunday, October 6
Sunday night movie, .,Rosemary's Dabyu:
6 nn4 9 11.m.: 50 cents.
-~--,,~Patronizet"he'
~

,.
LOBO Advertisers
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Bucki$

.TY ~entals
268-1589

Color Available

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dlssertotions-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

FORSALE

PHONE :268·4227
STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Amplifiers: Scott, Harman Kardon, Monarch, Panasonlc
Car Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tope Retarders: Roberts, Ampex, and Norelco
Reel ta Reel 8 Track and Cassettes
Miracord Record Changers and (EMf)
Benjamin Speakers
In All Sizes and Prices
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cossette
Out Of Your Record~ Free

a

$GO a weelc, pnrt-time p!U!'I r:.eholarf!hipa.
Call 247·9003. Friday 4-G pm only. 10.'3

Country Barn

PERSON WANTED to stay with affable
H~ yr. old girl art~rnoons while mother
finish<'S dissertation. Univ. area. Mrs.
Hint. 268·6024. 10/3

10!3

CHILD CARE-want playmate (2·4 yra.
old) for another child. References.
Heights area. 298·1077. 10/8
Fh.D. will tutor physics, chemistry, mathamatics. 264-4601. After 4:15, 264-2185.
10/6
CERTIFIED FLIGHT instructor. Cessna
150. Dual $17 per hr.; solo $12 per hr.
FreE! grotmd instructions 1£ needed. Phone
Tim Hawkins 296-1493 nights. 10/6
ffiONING--humane rates, pickup and de·
livery. Bagwonn and 'Vasherwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 19/6
SPANISH TUTORING by native Spanish.
speaking UNM graduate. 842·8890. 10/6

4)

FOR RENT

Sunday Special

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

10¢

Ovei·JOO yrs. Combined
Experience

Fish Dinner Special
._ Every Friday All Day

__

RODGERS & CO. INC.
5250 lomas Blvd. NE

59c

...;.._~-----~-~'-·

·-·-··

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Phone 877-1034

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMESSTARTING _ __

FUN
AND
FELLOWSHIP

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -
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Vietnam Moratorium Plans

Include March Through City
I

i

l

I

r

II

The
University of
Albuquerque's student body
president, UNM's Student
Organizing Committee (SOC), and
several local residents and
organizations will march through
downtown Albuquerque in
conjunction with the nationwide
Vietnam Moratorium Day on Oct.
15.

. Plans for the march were
announced at a meeting of local
and out·of·town residents
Saturday in the Union. The
meeting was organized by UNM's
Vietnam Moratorium
Coordinating Committee,
Noon March
Ken Balizer, a graduate student
at the University of Albuquerque,
asked the more than 50 persons at
the meeting to sign a petition
supporting the march which will
begin from the Civic Auditorium
at rtoon on Oct. 15 al)d end with a
rally at Robinson Park at 8th and
Central.
Balizer said the idea for the
march was sparked by similar
activitiPs being planned by
organizations all over the country
on Oct. 15.
Balizer said t'he march
committee had applied for a
parade permit from the
Albuquerque Police Department.
He said negotiations were not yet
completed, but added, his
meetings with Albuquerque Police
Chief Paul Shaver had been
"cordial."

Lobos Win!

At Saturday's meeting, UNM's New Democratic Coalition, which·
Vietnam Moratorium Committee last week donated $25 to UNM's
Co-Chairman Bill Pickens said he Vietnam Moratorium Committee,
had received word from the asked persons in attendance at the
national Vietnam Moratorium meeting to support a resolution
Committee in Washington, D.C., asking for immediate withdrawal
that "UNM is the only university, from Vietnam.
outside of a handful on the east
The resolution, which passed
coast, whose regents and president 36·5, said, "We (the participants
had endorsed Moratorium Day at thi& meeting) believe that the
activities on their campuses."
U.S. should immediately begin
Pickens added, "We mean to total withdrawal of all American
make perfectly clear that we are fighting forces from Vietnam as
not pushing for a violent soon as physically possible."
confrontation on Oct. 15. It
Signers
seems ridiculous to protest war by
Original signers of the petition
starting a war."
and sponsors of the march are:
Pickens objected to a charge by Jose Garcia, student body
a member of the march president at the University of
committee that the UNM Albuquerque; Balizer, U of A;
Moratorium Committee had Brian Gratton, SOC chairman at
refused to support the planned UNM; John and Sharon Walker,
march. "The only word the New Mexico Civil Liberties Union;
committee had received of the Angie McKinstry, Friends of Cesar
march was when (Brian) Gratton Chavez Boycott Committee;
attended a meeting briefly and Professor and Mrs. Ted Guinn,
told us of tentative plans," UNM; Mary Maxine, Friends of
Pickens said.
Cooperativa Agricola; Gilberta
Pickens said UNM's Committee Ballejos, Brown Berets; Gil
had purposely avoided scheduling Fernandez, chairman, Quebrar;
any campus af'tivities in conflict Dr. and Mrs. Bainbridge Bunting,
with tlw noon march.
·UNM; Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Gorman, UNM; and Dr. and Mrs:
Democratic Chairman
George Camatilly, Lovelace Clinic.
Rudy Ortiz, chairman of the
The march petition states,
Bernalillo County Democratic "Eight ycm·s of futile war in
Party, was present at Saturday's Vietnam, 300,000 American men
meeting and said he planned to be killed and wounded, hundreds of
on the radio "several times this thousands of Vietnamese mev,
week" asking Democrat.s to women, and children killed, we
support the Moratorium.
march for immediate withdrawal
Robert Harris, chairman of the from the war in Vietnam."

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Moratorium

Vietnam Moratorium
Co·Chairman Bill Pickens said at a
meeting Saturday, that the
committee is "not pushing for a
violent confrontation" at ..t)te
moratorium.

Tearn Will Evaluate
UNM l-lealth Center

A three-man accrediting team from the American College
Health Association will visit UNM Oct. 8, 9, and 10 to review
the standards of the Student Health Services on campus.
The team, coming at the request of the University, will
review the service against set criteria that applies to university
health centers across the nation.
Dr. Harold Lavender, vice president for student affairs,
said that though the Health Services at UNM will not attain
full accreditation with this visit, the review the team ml'1:as
will give the University direction with which to bring the
services up to par in the future.
Lavender said the review to be released to UNM later in
October will be coordinated with an expected increase in
student fees available for Health Services to open present
facilities, now unused, within "as little as a few months".
An increase of approximately 1000 students could provide
enough funds to increase staff and open completed portions
of the Health SerVices -building Lavender said. Since the move
from the old Infirmary on Yale, no in-patient service has
been available at UNM.
~llfliii~
The $260,000 appropriation given the Health Services last
"'~·2~
year was also insufficient to provide for personnel to operate
~0~~UNM's David Bookert (No. 44) takes off
for a 24·yard touchdown an X-ray machine valued at nearly $170,000. The mach'me
jaunt through Kansas' touted defense. (See related stories on page 6.)
has never been used.
,

I

Meier Says Workers Need New Affiliation
Urges Physical Plant Employees to Negotiate With Established Union

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

Monday, October 6, 1969

No Limit

Duhe Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

You are invited to join the INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fel·
lowship, fun, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Youth Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings at 9:30. For free
transportation call Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646; Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Schulz, 255-0139; or the First Bctptist Church, 247-3611.

Vol.73

Hamburgers

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

MAY WE help you? Renting-selling. lissting. Residential !!,r.<W.!!_r~iea. Walter

Attention International
Students and Language
Groups!

MEXICO

October 5

Foreign Car
Specialists

2615 fsleto Blvd. SW

-

I

50"03 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

EMPLOYMENT

I
I

rt

TEREO ONIC
E[JUIPMENT

SENIOR MEN or grad students interested
in part..timc job with mnnagt>ment po..
tential call 265"1123. 10/6
MALE HJ•:LP WANTED-Part-time day
or night 1.30 hour npll.ly at Old Town,
or East Central Burger Chef. 10/3
NEED T\VO colle-ge men, sophs nnd up.

I

RENT-'A-TV

kopy k.arner

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friend·
ship, but of show or breeding quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
1960 CHEVROLET: good tires, brand new
brakes, good transportation. 298-8618.
10/3
230 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
MUST SELL, 1967 CheVY, radio, A/C,
$1600-offer. 344·3062 evenings. 10/6
'63 RAMBLER V-8, auto-new tireJI and
brakes. Engine excellent. $490. 266·2681.
10/6
IRISH SETTER male, obedience trained,
beginner hunter, show winner. excellent
disposition. 247-9147. 10/6
1966 PONTIAC GTO, 4-speed. Michelin
tires, power steering. 243-1847. 10/6
MINI-CORVETTE: Opel GT-1900 miles, 4
spd, disc brakes, 102 hp. Contact Steve
Silbaugh. 296-5893. Will consider older
car in trade. 10/9

6)

Calling U

call 255·6364

Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.
10/28

PERSONALS

NE\N

lllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
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An associate professor . of
sociology at UNM has told a
group pf physical. plant workers
that affiliation with a national or
international union is the most
effective means of acquiring
collective . bargaining power in
physical plant related grievances.
Harold C. Meier, speaking to
several workers at a meeting in
Old Town yesterday, said a locally
based union, which has been
discussed as n possibility by
physical p.ant workers would
''have much difficulty being
recognized as a collective
bargainingunit."
UMAS Request .
Meier attended yesterday's
·meeting at the request of UNM's
United Me x ican·Am~Jrican
Students (UMAS),
"Aff~liation V.:ith a national or
international umon would mean
paying dues! b~t the services you
would recmve for those dues
would·· far outweigh the' cost to
each employee," Meier said.
Meier also urged the workers to
launch an organizing campaign
among ns many workers , as,
, possible in order to determme
how much support n move toward
unionization w?uld have.,
"An organizmg campm~n co~ld
.
get prettY rough,'' Meier said,
.· • ' "but ·you have a tremendoufl

possibility for wide support in a
"If your aim is collective
University situation."
bargaining power, national or
Meier said the physical plant international affiliation is the only
workers "should not count on route to go," Meier said.
widespread faculty support" for a
. : ..
union organizing campaign. He
.. Warns of Harassment
said, however, he felt there were
Me1er warne~ the worke~ that
some faculty members who would hara~ment dm;mg a campaign to
be interested,
:::rgamze a umon .~auld be.come
No Resources
extremely hea~ · He satd he
Meier said a locally based, ha~ help~d orgamze two workers
independent union would "simply um~~s 1~ Colorado and was
not have the financial resources to famthar With the type of "terror"
.
~m.Plc;>yers often • used to
maintain itself."
"You need an organization mt1~1date potential union
that will be on call day in and day org•~yzers.
,
,
out to fight for your interests.
ou ~ust resist all kinds of
You must also com:tnntly build a provocat!on, "f ~u may be
fire u n ~ e r Your ~ n i !'n provoked mto qUJttl~g, ~~d then
representatiVes to keep f1ghtmg b¥ .a system of selective fmng and
for you," Meier said.
hmng, ~anagement could repl~ce
Ballejos suggested that workers you ~lth . only. safe, non-umon
and V~ students stu~y the typr, Meier said.
. . f
p osst b'1hty of formmg a
. n response. to a questton rc;>m
st~dent•work~rs u!'ion, si~ilar. ~o . ~IIbert. BtleJ~s, Nbv Mextho
8 •.k a ~u,t
umons now 111 ex1stence m Latm f r~l:-ft
t.de
America,
,;asJ •1 1 Y 0 , a ~tr1 e, eler s,a1 '
Meier replied, "I think you're
I thmk n strtke LS premature ~~~ht
dreaming, Students can't do the d~w. tYod tee~ an . or5amzl:g
work of organizing for . the
rJVe 0r · e ermme exa? ~. w 0
worker$. The workers must do it are,rAout ~lken~s anddenemltest. ' t
8 n e IS use as.a .as resor
for themselves.". .
.
M_eier then suggested that ,the af~er ~ffor~s at .negotmtJOns have
phys1cal plant. workers . !lego~mte failed,, Me!er smd:
,
With . the Comm un~cat10n.s
Meier sa.1d a strtke, If necessary,
Workers of America for shout~ grow out of D;ttem)>ts to
affiliation. , ,
ne~ot1ate and .should r1se fro~ an

?e

issue that is easily understood by
all.
Prohibits Bargaining
An unidentified UNM student
attending yesterday's meeting said
a law recently passed by the New
Mexico state legislature prohibits
public employees from bargaining
·collectiveiy. He said public
employees in other states had
attempted to strike and had been
dismissed.
"If public employees go ahend
and strike, they would be in
contempt of court and could
receive jail sentences," the
unidentifiedstudentsaid.
Meier urged. the workers and
members of UMAS to establish an
organizing committee which
would try to determine the
strategy necessary for the
formation of a union and
. ·~perhaps draft some basic
demands which will have the
widest possiblehase of support."
. UMAS member David Arguello
said a group of UMAS members
and workers had gone to UNM
President Ferrel Heady to discuss
wage increases for non-academic
personnel included in UNM's
budget request to the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF).
"We wanted to ask him who
would be getting the raise~;~ if we

(the University) got additional
money, we v.:anted to know why
the Ph Ys 1cal P 1ant was
understaffed by 17 me~, and why
there were no .Ph~swal . pl~t
emplorees on h1s m!estxgat1ve
comm1ttee," Arguello satd.
"When we arrived for the
meeting," Arguello said, "Heady's
administrative assistant, Ted
Martinez, was there. We toldy
Heady we did not want to meet
with Martinez and that we would
not talk if he was present."
"Martinez did not leave, SQ. we
left," Arguello said.
..,.
UMAS member.s also
announced plans for a rally on the
Union Mall on Wednesday "to tell
the students the physical plimt
workers' story."
UMAS members plan to sell
food on the Mall and donate any
profits to .Jose Herrera a former
physical plant worker ~he UMAS
members say was injured on the
job and has not yet received
worker's compensation.
The rally is scheduled to begin
at noon and will feature plant
employees as "honored guests ~nd
speakers''· Members of UNM's
Student Organizing Committee
(SOC) said they would print
leaflets for distribution during the
rally .

'

I
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GRANT HARVEY
Manoging Editor

WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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~~~~Ivory Tower~~~~

!f!e New Mexico Lobo is published
datly every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Prlroting Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

Sis Boom Bait
By GRANT HARVEY

The second most exciting thing about Saturday's football
game was the Lobo's walking all over Kansas. The best
was watching one fraternity tcying to find
entertainment
Monday,
October
6,
1969
Vol. 73, No. 17
seats for all of its members after the pledges had been unable
to keep a block of seats empty for the late arriving members.
It seems some students felt they could sit where they wanted
by virtue of being there early-and they did. It was nasty for
that ex-football player to push the pledge down on his head
af~r which he rolled two or three rows, but that's life. It
m1ght have been the first time in six years that independent
reporters' qeustions about the Oct. 15 students have sat at the fifty yard line closer than 30 rows
"''·'President Nixon has to date been
Vietnam Moratorium with "a combination from the bottom.
unmoved by the prospect of a massive,
of fear and determination."
nationwide anti-war protest on Oct. 15
**
Nixon is convinced, at least officially,
which, some observers predict, could include ·
Due
to
our
own
poor
planning,
The Lobo ran the second
that the course he is pursuing is the best one
as many as one million student participants
and the one that will lead to a settlement in of two reviews on "Easy Rider" on Wednesday when most
plus many thousand more members of
Vietnam in the near future. What Nixon students had classes and were on campus. Because the review
Nixon's "silent majority."
does not understand is that the quarters of was negative, many people have asked why some reviewer
At his latest news conference, the College
the U.S. citizenry that once believed there didn't say something good about the show. The review run
Press Service reports, Nixon said, "I have
was an alternative to immediate withdrawal Tuesday said all kinds of nice things. We wouldn't have run
often said that there's reany very little we
of all American forces are rapidly becoming the Wednesday review except we had nothing else for the
<;an do with regard to running the university
aware that such alternatives are not page. We did readers a service though, as we cut the lousy
and college campuses of this country. We
review in half.
militarily or politically possible.
have enough problems running the nation,
A military victory is as impossible as it is
***
the national problems.
undesirable and a negotiated settlement will
In all seriousness I would like to ask anyone who knows of
"Now I understand that there has been
never come to pass as long as the U.S. is as a cop who did something nice to write to me and describe the
and continues to be opposition to the war in
obstainate in its demands as is the Hanoi incident. The best entry gets the dubious honor of having it
Vietnam on the campuses and also in the
government.
repeated in this column. If you have to make one up-that's
nation. As far as this kind of activity is
Nixon's attitude on widespread popular okay too.
concerned, we expect it.
opposition to the war is not unlike that of
Lyndon Johnson during the anti-war action Lobo Review
"However, under no circumstances will I
of 1~66 and 1967.
be affec.ted whatsoever by it," the rresident
But as we well know and as the College
said.
Press Service states so simply, "Came 1968
The College Press Service report
and
Johnson was affected."
indicated, however, that Nixon answered

Editorial

Will Oct. 15 Affect Nixon?

*

Symbolistic ~Tiny Alice'
Not Albee's Best Play

'Please! We've Got to Stop Winning Things!!

By STEPHEN M. PART
Edward Albee isn't everyoncs'
cup of tea. His latest play "Tiny
Alice," that just concluded at Old
Town Theatre, may well have
been many peoples' cup of
hemlock.
Puns and one line profundities
led the way into ponderous
symbols-it was just all so heavy,
so contrived, and so symbolistic.
The only current stage play
that has a longer running
time-"Tiny Alice" ran about
three hours-is also by Albee. The
number one long runner-"Whose
Afraid of Virginia Wolf"-has an
edge that cuts, Albee's blade was
dulled here by his poor handling
of the time/space continuum
symbology.
On the other hand, the acting
was excellent-up at Old Town's
usual high standard. Crawford
MacCallum, as Butler the butler,
seemed to approach his part with
a fine intellectualism. Charlie
Driscoll was an outstanding
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welcoMe, and •hould
be no longer than 250 words typ.,..
written, double epaced. Name, tel.,.
phone number, and n.ddrms mu!lt be
included, although name will be

X...tters are

r To The Editor:
Dear Managing Editor:
In response to your solicitation
of information of false or
misleading advertising in the
Albuquerque area.
The ALPO commercials on
television seem to have subsided,
but I have noticed they are now
being carried in poster form on
our city buses. The poster shows a
healthy-looking, well-groomed
dog with the words, "100% Meat"
on one side of the animal and a
can of ALPO on the other side.
'these posters and the TV ads
lead one to believe that ALPO is a
good diet for our dogs. This is
misleading. ALPO is good only as
a diet supplement for dogs. A dog
can no more exist on 100% meat
than you or I could. An analogy
would be to say the poor peoples
of the East are healthy looking
because they exist on 100% rice.
The question: Are they healthy?
Both dogs and men need balanced
diets.
I did volunteer work for C.
Hughes, D.V.M. this past summer
and. I saw a female minature
poodle die on the table from milk
fever. She had just ·recently had
puppies and her owner though she
would. do best on ALPO, 100%
meat. Unfortunately, 100% meat
is low in calcium and other ·
minerals and vitamens the dog
should have been getting, ALPO
had lead the owner to believe·that •

ALPO alone was enough. Many
vitamins and minerals, however,
are of plant origin, in the diets of
men and dogs. Again I repeat,
"ALPO is only good (in fact very
good) as a diet supplement!
John S. Ferguson
To the Editor:
Last Saturday, my brother and I
attended our first UNM football
game. We were amazed and
disappointed that upon our early
arrival, most of the choice seats
had been staked out by a couple
of pledges from each fraternity.
We sat in the last row of the SAE
section. and were not asked to
move, but others who attempted
to sit further down in the section
were told by pledges that the area
was "reserved'' for fraternity
members.
Without asking any questions as
to the right of the pledges to
reserve large blocks of choice
seats, these people moved on and
sat in poorer seats.
I can ·Understand saving one or
two seats, at the most, for friends,
but what right do fraternities have
to send an expeditionary. force to
·Stake claims 'to lar_ge blocks of the
best seats, while the actives
purchase their "Jim Beam " at the
last minute?
'
It was my uuderstanding that
we all pay the same student
activity f.ee for, the, , same

bastard (as some lawyers tend to
be, huh Benjamin?). Christopher
Davis, as Julian, played his part
with g:eat subtly-unfortunately
the endmg called for a negation of
the even handling he displayed
through most of the play and a
gargantuan plop into that icky
bog ·of symbolistic slime most of
the other characters have been
cavorting in.
. Two nice Albee touches-one
fmely drawn metaphysical bit: is
the memory of having had
something happE>n, the same as
having had it happen? The other,
which only men can really
appreciate but ladies laugh
anyhow: a zipper that sticks is
~el!, but a three foot zipper (even
1f 1t be on a cassock) is satan
himself.
If you like the time/space game
or are enamoured with Albee you
missed the play. If so, see o~e of
the big three ("Easy Rider "
"c-u r wus,
~
,, or "Midnight
'
Cowboy") before they leave
town.
I

withheld upon request.

privileges., If the fraternities are
paying extra for specially reserved
seats, the student body should
know about it. If they are not
.Paying more they havll no right to
soecial considerations,
-It further amazed me that the
best seats . were occupied by
Greeks that seemed more
interested in the playing that was
going on in their sections than the
playing on the field. This made it
very difficult for football fans to·
see or enjoy the game. At the next
football game I am going to sit
where I damn well please.
To get me to move, the noble
Greeks will have to physically
evict me, but I seriously doubt
that they would try it.
Anne Rutherford
G.D.I.
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Tiny Alice

Director A. Richard Starets, in
the Cardinal's robe, runs through
a scene of this Edward Albee
production with Charles Driscoll.
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'Series of Films
About Poverty
Will Be Showll-
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The "UNM Free Press," a
privately financed broadside, was
distributed for the first time last
Tuesday, Two thousand copies
were; handed out.
'I'he two-page mimeographed
handout carried four strong
denunciations of Student
Organizing Committee (SOC)
activities and theory. The
objective of the Press is to "make
students more aware of what is
happening, and to seek out ways
of solving problems," said. Ray
Powell, a spokesman for the group
publishing the paper,
"A group of people, about ten
to 15, were dissatisfied with
things happening here on campus,
and we put it (the Free Press)
together in about three days,"
said Powell.
Powell wrote an artilce that
equated SOC policies to the
"inept, emotional politicing of the
legislature."
Another contributor and
sponsor of the publication,
Graham Mark, said the group
plans to put out the paper every
two weeks.
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"We will deal primarily with
things that directly affect
university people, irrelevancy of
classes, the' inadequate library
facilities, discrimination, the
war," said Mark.
Mark, a history graduate
student, said the overall purpose
of the paper was "to raise the
level of consciousness" of people.
"A new group of people will
write articles each time, to get
new ideas and new points of
view," said Powell.
Although the Free Press called
SOC theories "totalitarian,"
Powell said the paper's objective
"isn't to bring blows down on
SOC but to make students more
aware of what is happening."
An article signed by Jay Crowe
termed SOC demands to Senate
fm· re-allocation of funds "petty
or contradictory" He cited two
resolutions, one calling for
abolishment of student social
activities, and another calling for
leafletting of Yale Park to
advertise ASUNM functions
available to the public.

Women's Dormitory Life
Includes Various Aspects

The area's most complete stereo music center

I?.SZI.

If as a girl student and{ or dorm
resident at UNM, you have ever
wondered about the mysterious
inner workings or dorm life, the
following should help to enlighten
and completely confuse you on
the various aspects involved in
being a female dorm resident.
Every girl on campus is
automatically a member of the
Associated Women Students
(AWS). If she lives in a dorm or
sorority house, she is
automatically a member of
Residence Hall's Council (RHC),
which include.s both men's and
women's dorms, the fraternities
and sororities.
If she lives in one of the
women's dorms (Santa Ana,
Laguna, Hokona·Zia or
Hokona-Zuni.), she is
automatically a member of
Women's Residence Halls (WRH).
The governing body of WRH is
the Women's Coordinating
Committee (WOO) made up of the
presidents of each of the women's
dorms and an AWS liason.
Each dorm is governed by a
Wing Council, made up of a
president, presiding over all dorm
activities, a vice-president, who is
in charge of the scholarship
committee and tutoring program

in the dorm, a social-cultural
chairman, a communications
chairman, a house managers
chairman, and a representative to
AWS.
The Wing Council members are
elected from the officers of the
hall or floor. Each hall or floor of
a dorm elects a president,
vice-president, social-cultural
chairman, communications
chairman, and house managers
chairman.
The average active, non-officer
girl, living in an average dorm on
an average floor with an average
opinion to express may attend
any general AWS, RHO, WCC, or
Wing Council meeting and do so,
but she is not allowed to vote. If
she really wanted action on
something she could more
effectively approach her floor
chairman or wing president.
Other dorm activities include
the annual RHO week, which last
year included Casino Night, a
barbeque and a dance, and
campus intramurals, "Intramurals
are open to -everyone on campus,
but it's hard to get people in the
dorms active in them, maybe
because there's so much to do
living in a donn," said Michelle
Bushman of Santa Ana.

Kiva Club Wants Center
President Anna Boyd spoke of
setting up an Indian Center on
campus at a meeting of the Kiva
Club Thursday night.
The center' would act as a
"unifying agent" for Indian
students, informing them of job
and scholarship opportunities. It
would also organize an "Indian
Power" push, comparable to BSA
and UMAS, Miss Boyd said.
Tile Kiva Club also announced
plans to set up a booth at the
National Congress of American
Indians (NCAl), meeting today
through Friday at the Hilton
Hotel. The booth would sell
booklets and "Indian Power"
buttons and bumper stickers to
raise funds for the club.
Speakers at the congress will
include Senator Edward Kennedy,

We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtext
first-day'M tampons for only 5041.
You get more than two months' supply free.
Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it's made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,
protects every inside

inch of you.
Once you try it, we think
you'lllove it. That's why we're
making you this special "two
months free" offer.
so go ahead. Use the coupoll
and get more than two months'
su ppfy free.

•e:ued on the average!- woman's us~ of ten tampons per month.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- Today
a special committee set up by the
Pentagon recommended
continuation and improvement of
ROTC programs on college
campuses,
The committee, appointed
after protests against military
training on 30 campuses in June,
said abolishing ROTC would
deprive the armed forces of
college-trained officers, leading to
domination by the "military
organization," and a gradual loss
of traditional civilian influence.
It recommended, among other
things, higher pay - unspecified for students who take the training
while pursuing their college
education. Students now get $50
a month. It also called for greater
control by colleges and
universities over the programs on
their campuses and elimination of
a ban against marriage for Navy
ROTC cadets.

Sam Yorty, mayor of Los
Angeles since 1961, is the first
guest lecturer in the ASUNM
speaker's series. His appearance is
scheduled for 8 p.m., Sunday,
Oct. 12, in the Union ballroom.

Yorty

Study Programa
The committee was set up by
Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird
to study the ROTC programs at
350 colleges and universities after
the June protests. Those
demonstrations included nine
cases of arson.
Harvard and Dartmouth have
both dropped ROTC since the
committee was set up June 25,
and the group recognized "faculty
and student sentiment are such at
a number of institutions that they

l-louse Decorations Group
Sets Option Fo·r Floats
The Homecoming parade
route, and an option for groups
wishing to build a float or house
decoration were announced by
the Homecoming Committee
Thursday.
"Due to problems of
placement of house decorations,
groups who wish to are
encouraged to build floats. The
floats will be displayed Friday
night, and will be judged at the
parade Saturday morning," said
Karen Sellers, chairman of the
house decorations committee.
This year's theme is
"Homecoming lnternationale"
and deadline for float and house
decoration entries is October 13.
The parade will begin at

Central and University, turn onto
Terrace and their onto Redondo
to Stanford. It will then turn East
onto Central, and proceed to
Carlisle, the ending point of the
parade, said Rob Burpo, chairman
of the parade committee.
"Parade entries may be turned
in at the Activities Center, or at
1811 Mesa Vista N.E.," said
Burpo.
Entries for Homecoming
Queen are due by noon, Oct. 7.
Eligibility requirements are a 2.0
grade point average, and junior
standing.
Entry forms should be
returned to the student
government secretary in the
Union.

After all is shed and
done, your soul may be
saved ... but your contacts
need help. They need Len·
sine. lensine is the one contact lens solution for complete contact care ... preparing,
cleansing, and soaking.
There was a time when you
needed two or more different lens
solutions to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts. No more.
Lensine, from The Murine Com·
pany, makes caring for contact
lenses as convenient as wearing
them.
Just a drop or two of lensine
coats and lubricates your lens.
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye, reducing tearful
irritation. Why? Because Lensine

Qet a BETTER GRASP
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should not strive to support
ROTC."
But the committee said it
would be a grave risk to drop the
whole program. The committee,
headed by President George C. S.
Benson of Claremont (Calif.)
Men's College, said,
"Grave Risk"
"If ROTC were to be removed
from the nation's campuses there
would be a grave risk of isolating
the services from the intellectual
centers of the public which they
serve and defend.
"The most important argument
in the minds of this committee,
both civilian and military
members, is that officer education
by means of ROTC on civilian
campuses strengthens our
traditional civilian participation in
and influence upon the military,
whereas alternate plans yield more
to domination by the military
organization acting on its own."
Laird said he supported all the
committee's
key
recommendations, which it said
could help improve the ROTC
program to the point that it could
provide more than half of the
officers needed by the Army,
Navy and Air Force while
maintaining a civilian-military
tradition.
Standardization
In addition to recommending
higher pay for ROTC cadets, the

committee urged eststablishing an
office at the Pentagon to
standardize ROTC practices of the
Army, Navy and Air Force.
The Navy is the only service
that preserves for ROTC cadets
the ban ......: still in vogue ·at the
service academies at West Point,
Annapolis and Colorado Springs on marriage until after graduation.
About 5000 cadets averaging
around 20 years of age are
involved.
In recommending that
Congress give colleges and
universities more control of
ROTC instruction and academic
credit, the committee also said
institutions offering ROTC have
"an obligation actively to support
the units' recruiting efforts" on
campus.
The committee also
recommended continuation of·
drill without academic credit sore point with some students.

Air Force Names
New ROTC Head
Lt. Col. Alfred D. Norton,
formerly head of the chemistry
department at the Air Force
Academy, is the new professor of
aerospace studies and commander
of the AFROTC unit at UNM.
Norton has bachelor's degrees
in engineering and meteorology
from the U.S. Military Academy
and the University of Washington.

A good cry
cleanses the sou\
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U Indians Set Plans

There's no other tampon like
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,
not cardboardy, Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
your first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the
old cardboardy kind, the
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'U NM Free Press'
Promotes. Awareness

A film series entitled "Poverty struggle for identity among the
ln America" will be shown at nation's second largest and fastest
UNM Thursday, October 9 at 8 growing minority population, The
p.m. in the Aquinas Newman 38 minute color fllm depicts the
Center,
conflict between the
Sponsored by the Newman Mexican-American's desire for
Center and Volunteers In Service economic stability and his desire
To America (VISTA), the films to retain a cultural identity.
include two award winning
The film series will be open to
documentaries produced by the the public and is part of a
National Educational Television week-long recruitment drive by
Network.
representatives of VISTA, who
"Mexican Americans - The will be located in the University
Invisible Minority" explores the Placement Center, October 6-10.

PICK UP YOUR COPY
OF THE IRON BUTTERFLY'S LATEST ATCO
RELEASE AND BROWSE
THROUGH THE AREA'S
LARGEST SELECTION
OF STEREO ALBUMS,
STEREO TAPES AND 45
RPM SINGLES. .
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is a compatible, "isotonic" solution, very much like your eye's natural fluids.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.
And soaking your contacts in Lensine between wearing periods assures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking-storage
case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
1t has been demonstrated the
improper storage between wear-

lngs permits the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses. This is a
sure cause of eye Irritation and in some
cases can endanger
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine because it's sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Lensine ... the sou/ution lor
complete contact lens care. Made
by the Murine Company, Inc.
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s.canning
the scene

By CHARLES.WOOD
UNM beat Kansas, 16·7. These
are the words that have been on
many people's lips since late
Saturday night when the Lobos
played with more ferocity and
power than the Jayhawks could
meet.
Many people knew that Rudy
Feldman had talent in his young,
sophomore-studded team, but few
expected the Lobos to mature so
quickly or so devastatingly. A
cold but delighted crowd of
13,000 sat in stunned amazement
as the Lobos answered
opportunity's call time and time
again to put an abrupt end to a
21-game losing streak.
Truth is sometimes stranger
than fiction.
How else can you explain a
team which was blasted by 61
points coming back to route the
same team, 16·7, a year later?

seemed fired up at the start, but
their spirit was wilted by the
Lobo aggressiveness before the
quarter was even over.
Saturday night was probably
the longest night of the year for
the defending Big 8 champion
Jayhawks. The Jays had ,their
pockets picked, their noses
flattened, and their spirits
dampened. But the worst was yet
to come: the long flight home to
Lawrence where an apprehensive
student body would await them
and ask the inevitable question,
"How could you lose to New
Mexico, the most terrible team in
the country?"
"It was a nightmare," said
John Riggins, KU's all-conference
fullback who didn't even enter the
game until the fourth time an
over confident Kansas got the
ball.

Sheer Ecstasy
But while Saturday night was a
Altitude Hurt
horrendous nightmare for KU, it
Of course some dissenters will was sheer ecstasy for UNM.
claim that Kansas wasn't really
"I want you to know," said a
ready to play UNM, that they smiling Rudy Feldman as he
were looking ahead to Kansas stepped up to greet the press after
State next week, and that the the game, "that my son Kent
altitude hurt their endurance.
reports to me that the reason we
Some of this may be true. But won tonight was because of the
by the second half, KU was down, rabbit's foot he gave me last
16·0, thanks to touchdowns by Thursday. He explained to me
Frank Gorman and David Bookert that if I wore it to the game
and a Joe Hartshorne fieldgoal. If that'd wa win."
'
they hadn't been worrying about
But the rabbit's foot wasn't all
UNM beforehand, they had Feldman was happy with. "This
something to worry about now.
game will unquestionably boost
our confidence," said Feldman. I
Blood In Their Eyes
guess almost everyone played
It's true that they came out well. I knew that if we were going
with blood in their eyes at the to upset Kansas we'd have to play
beginning of the second half and very close to our capabilities."
scored their touchdown the first
"Earlier this week," explained
time they got the ball. But the Feldman, "I had a feeling
touchdown was the only one they something like this would happen.
were going to get all night. They When two teams, not on par with

each other, play, two things can
happen, One: one can win big or
the other can score an upset. They

*
*
*
Rodgers Is Hurt
By Kansas Loss
The final score was 16·7 but it
was the equivalent of 90·7 for
KU's Pepper Rodgers, a coach of
blasted dreams.
"This loss hurts more than any
other we've ever had," said
Rodgers with the emotions of the
game still reflecting in his soft
somber tones. "Maybe it's the
toughest loss we've ever had."
Rodgers, whose Jayhawks had
been a consensus 21-point favorite
over UNM, kept the press waiting
for half an hom: following the
game. When the Kansas trainer
finally admitted the news media,
Rodgers was found sitting on the
bathroom floor next to a toilet
sucking on a corncob pipe. His
eyes were red and you almost felt
sorry for him until you
remembered how he had his team
run up the scores on the Lobos
last year, 68-7.

The Winners

Inside a jubilant Lobo locker
room, UNM's fine tackle John
Shipkowski presents the game ball
to head coach Rudy Feldman. In
one of the major upsets of the
season, the Lobos upset
heavily-favored Kansas, 16·7.

On the corner of Yale and Silver, a traffic cop employing
his flashlight with vigor stopped long enough to return the
peace sign. It was no doubt the first time anyone ever
extended those two fingers in his direction without dropping
the index finger.
Many a young man sports bmised shoulders and arms as a
result of having been pounded excitedly by the girl sitting
beside him. Many more have sore toes from being stepped on
as they swarmed onto the field at the gun. The most popular
drink in Albuquerque Sunday morning (or afternoon in many
cases) was Del Monte tomato juice.
Hold On Lobos
As the Lobos ·built up their lead in the first half, many
who were out faithfully although anticipating a slaughter
realized that something was happening. The offense moved
the ball well, the defense was pounding Jayhawk runners, and
a few breaks were going our way. Kansas' Willie Amison took
the ball 45 yards up the sideline into dangerous ground, only
to fumble the ball away. Earlier Lobo punter Jay Morrison
embarrassed Kansas as he ran for a first down in an obvious
punting situation deep in Lobo territory.
As the second half got underway, it was obvious that
Pepper Rodgers had a few caustic comments to make in the
locker room concerning their 16 point deficit. Kansas came
out looking for blood. Lobo fans held their breath in unison
to see if their heroes could withstand the onslaught. But
there was no way Kansas could catch up. 16-7 was realistic
score, it tells the story. And those fans who could not believe
it Saturday night woke up Sunday believing it. One glance at
the front page of the Albuquerque Journal did the trick.

By ·BARBARA MORGAN
The annual William H. Tucker
Golf Tournament will be held this
week at UNM. The tournament is
the only Intercollegiate golf
competition that includes both
men and women participants.
The Tournament, that is
traditionally co-sponsored by the
women's and men's golf teams,
will total three days of
competition. Activities will
include the rounds of play starting
7 a.m. Wednesday, a
get-acquainted barbecue, The
Tournament banquet, and men's
and women's driving contests.
Teams expected to compete
are: Oddesa College, Arizona
State University, Texas Wesleyan,
Brigham Young University,
Houston University, and Utah
University,

"You can't take anything away
from New Mexico," said Rodgers,
"They played good. Real good.
They executed real well. Their
fullback {Sam Scarber) ran good
and their quarterback (Frank
Gorman) executed the option real
well."
"We're not a great football
team," said Rodgers, "We proved
that tonight. We had the
opportunity to play good but we
didn't. I can't think of any game
since I've been an Kansas that
we've made that many mistakes.
We win by other people's mistakes
so I have no compaints that they
won on ours."

. The UNM South Golf Course
will be the site of the three day
tournament,
Among women competing in
the "Tucker Tournament" are
members of the UNM Women's
Golf team, sponsored by Dr.
McGill, Golfers entered from the
team are, Maria Astrologes, Katy
Goff, K.C. Kauvanaugh, Marg
McCoy, Janie Otto, Sandy
Ramsey and Paula Speiling.
The awards given will be
presented for both single and
team achievements in all three
divisions at the Tournament
Banquet.
The Team Low Ball titles are
held by Odessa College, 220
(women's division), Texas
Wesleyan, 273 (College Division),
and Brigham Young University,
252 (University Division).
Mary Jo Campbell holds the
nine hold record. She is the only

Pikes Lead Lobo
Top Ten Rankir•g.
The I,obo has released its first
Intramural Top Ten Poll. The poll
will be a weekly feature published
on Mondays. The committee has
representation from the three
major leagues; Fraternity,
Dormitory, and Independent.
The il o t e r s are: '1' ed
Pennington, Onate; Dave Heisler,
Pueblo; Craig Anderson, NROTC; '
~teve Ludlow, Pi Kappa Alpha;
Rick Wright, Phi Delta Theta;
Frank Vainsi, Sigma Chi; David·
Hunt, Intramural Department
Head; and the Lobo sports
editors.
TEAM

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

0 0 0 . . . . . . I. 0.

•••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin..., Dry..Cieanlng
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
2.47-0836

Dune Buggy Bodies

VW Parts-All Accessories

RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

W& ~OBA&.'< I-IAV& /'. PLACE
~~ '(OU .. • YOU I:NOW1 WITH
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Scampering Sam

***
Although .it hardly appears likely, Rudy Feldman's Lobos
The Loser

With time running out, KU's
brilliant coach · Pepper Rodgers
tries to rally his team from the
brink of defeat. Rodgers' words
were of apparently no avail,
however, as the Jayhawkers fell
16·7, to the fired·up Lobos.
'

Scarber tries to
avoid a tackle during Saturday
night's game with Kansas. Scarber,
a junior fullback, helped carry the
brunt of UNM's offensive attack
with a new school record of 38
carries.

1 MA.IOilSD
lloJ "'''0 1-0 .
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Country Barn
Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Who knows ... we may form a company band.

New Mexico 16, Kansas 7
Utah 24, UTEP 6
Arizona St. 23, Brigham Young 6
Iowa 31, Arizona 19
Wyoming. 39, Colo. St. 3
Penn. St. 17, Kansas St. 14
Lamar Tech 9 1 N.M. St. 7
Alabama 33, Mississippi 32
Notre Dame 42, Mich. St. 28
West Texas 24, Wichita 14
Houston 74, Miss. St. 0

***

only

39c

Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes dnd Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sduce
Eat in our large dining room

Mit! Gaston, pitching for the
Chicago White Sox on May 17
1932, started .four double plays:

or take it home

2400 Central. SE Across From Campus

"Where do you go from here?"

See your
placement
officer.
Recr'Uiting

Seeking Graduates all degrees

0
0
0

ENGINEERING
SCIENTIFIC

BUSINE:SS

DCTDI;!IER

Continental Oil Company

16

COAL I CHEMICALS I PLANT FOODS I PETROLEUM I NUCLEAR

We11l Have Yo!Jr Or·der Ready-Call 242-7340
I~ 1887, bases on balls counted
as h1~.

···

bY Chester Painter

The Scoreboard

The Lobos' great victory over Kansas Saturday night will
undoubtedly be ranked among the three biggest UNM wins of
all time. Perhaps the only two wins which outdo the Lobos'
performance on the gridiron last Saturday are the 19-14
football victory over Texas Tech back in 1940 and UNM's 98
l/3-46 2/3 mockery of defending NCAA track champion
Southern California in 1964.

VIIEL.L. I TO ISI.L.
'YOU. THE IRU~

I

"So what the hell, I don't
know," said Rodgers softly as he
shook his head in resP,onse to no
particular question.
"1 guess I did one thing,"
smiled Rodgers looking up, "I
made our fans forget about the
12th man in the Orange Bowl.
They'll be talking about the game
tonight from now on." It was the
only time Rodgers smiled during
the interview.
As Rodgers sat calmly on the
floor next to the tomb-like Kansas
dressing quarters, someone asked
him about the Lobo defense,
"They stopped our running game
cold," explained Rodgers,
"Because we just can't pass. Who
looked good on defense for them?
I guess you have to say everybody
because we all win together and
we all lose together."

The Lobos' exciting win over Kansas sent many fans into
ecstasy Saturday night and it was easy to find a human side
to the game.
Right after halftime, for instance, UNM's sports
information director Eddie Groth got a call from the Arizona
State~BYU football game. "It's the sports information
director at Tempe, who wants the score confirmed,"
announced Groth, "He says nobody at Tempe believes it."
By the end of the game, though, the Lobos had made
believers of almost everybody including one student who
exclaimed, "The upset of the century!"
"We beat you, 16-7," shouted one UNM student to a
Kansas player as he hobbled up the dirt ramp leading to the
visitors' locker room. "Yeah," the embarrased player
answered, "well it was 68-7last year.'' "We don't care what it
was last year," shouted the student. You could have found
few in the crowd of 13,000 who did care about the score last
year.
"We never should've scheduled Kansas," cried another
UNM student, "they're a bunch of bums."
Someone asked the Kansas radio broadcaster how it was
to broadcast a game like this. "Long. Very long," came the
solemn reply.

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

Phone 877-1034

Forgot the 12th Man

By CHARLES WOOD
I
Lobo Sports Editor

.

.

0

~~~~~~~~~

UNM student so far to hold a
Tucker Tournament record.
The Tournament is open to the
for view.

c?

VOTES

Pi Kappa Alpha (7) ............. 79
Phi Delta Theta ........ , • .. • .. • 57
Sigma Alpha Epsilon .. .. .. .. • • .. 55
Tewn .••..•.•••••••..••••••••••• 48
Chi (1) ....•
48
Carey's Chickens , , . . • • • • 33
1. :;:iii:Q;r:c--:~ Delta ............... 2a
.1.~
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 23
22
• 21

a

Tucker Opens This Week

Played Good

sports
fortune

could lose all of their remaining games and still consider the
1969 season a success. The win over Kansas has made UNM's
season. We'll pick the L9bos to beat at least three more teams
and give a couple others a run for their money.

Out of Sight, Out of Mind
"I would like to climb ~up to the crest and shout 'We
won!' "
"Let me wait until morning and see if it really happened."
"Coach Feldman promised us a win, but against Kansas?"
Such were the sentiments of jubilant Lobo fans after
witnessing the most surprising of upsets at the stadium
Saturday night. But most common comment had to be, "I
can't believe it."
The university campus was the place to be after the game.
Horns blared, stereos increased the decible count,. glasses
clinked, and rugs wore out.
Uncommon Courtesy
In the parking lot, drivers were actually pleasant about
letting other cars cut in. No one cared about time. Everyone
just listened ·to KDEF as the set director played back the
final seconds, listening to themselves count down the clock.
Gene Osborn probably reached his peak of sports
broadcasting as he exclaimed, "The University of New
Mexico Lobos have upset the highly touted Kansas
Jayhawks." KDEF's itinerary followed with ~- medly of
"Good Morning Starshine."

were looking forward to Kansas underdogs, must play very close
State next week, I'm pretty sure to our capabilities, All of this
of that. And second, we, as , brought about the upset."
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Fellowships
The Foreign Area Fellowship
program has announced the
availability of fellowships for the
1970-71 year for gradu<J.te training
and research in Western Europe;
Africa and the Near East; South
Asia, Southeast Asia and East
Asia; and L\ltin America and the
Caribbean.
Information and application
forms are available from the
Foreign Area Fellowship Program,
110 East 59th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10022.
The first application deadline,
for those interested in Latin
.America or the Caribbean, is Nov.
1. Deadline for applying to study
in other areas is Dec. 10.

Marshall Awards
Men and women who will be
under 26 by Oct. 25, 1970 are
eligible to apply for 24 Marshall

. Scholarships to be awarded for
1970-71.
Recipients will spend two years
at a British university and much
of their vacation in Britain.
Information and applications
may be obtained from the British
Consulate, 160 Sansome Street,
San Francisco, Calif. 94015.

Dialogue Report
Copies of the report on the
April 15, 1969 "All-University
Dialogue on Teaching and
Learning" are available to all
interested members of the
University community.
The AU-University Dialogue
was held last spring and included
faculty, students, and staff who
formulated recommendations to
various standing committees for
university improvement. The
copies of the report may be
obtained from the Office of the
Academic Vice President,
Administration 108.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is to
run tive or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reductld to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
warda to 10.

A D V E R T LS I N G
WHERE: J ournaliam Building,. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
CIBSsified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbuQuerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of

1)

PERSONALS

SCUBA DIVERS UNITE! Next meeting
of ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
on Friday. Oct. 10: 7 p.m.; Hosoitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast. For details call: 842-8014. 10/7
SAVE YOUR SEEDS. To counteract present international pressures, use this fall
and winter to save seeds for NA.tional
Planting DaYt Easter Sunday, 1970.
Change our desolate wilderneSs into
grassy plains. 10/7
DEADLINE !or inserting classified 4 :00
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale !or $5-rm.
205, J oumalism Bld!g.

2)

LOST & FOUND

WALLET. Student lD 685·18-6284. $25
reward-No questions asked. Call 2991637.
LOST WIDE SILVER ring with a black
stone. Great sentimental value. Reward.
268-5921. 10/6
· PURSE LOST, Keep money. No questions. ID# 585-48·1378. 242-8866 or
242-8870, 10/10

3)

SERVICES

Ph.D. will tutor physiC!!, chemistrY, mathematics. 264-4601. After 4:15, 264-2185,
10/6
CERTIFIED FLIGHT instructor. Cessna
150. Dual $17 per hr.: solo $12 per hr.
Free ground instructions if needed. Phone
Tim Hawkins 296-4493 nights, 10/6
IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagwonn and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 10/6
SPANISH TUTORING by native Spanishspeaking UNM graduate. 842-8890. 10/6

5)

FORSALE

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23

nd.~ertisement.

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For J'riend·
ship. but of show -or breeding quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
MUST SELL, 1967 Chevy, radio, A/C,
$1601)-.o!Ier. 344-3062 evenings. 10/G
'63 RAMBLER V-8, auto-new tires and
brakes. Engine excellent. $360. 265-2681.
10/6
IRISH SETTER male, obedience trained,
beginner hunter, show winner, excellent
disposition. 247-9147. 10/6
1966 PONTIAC GTO, 4-speed, Michelin
tires, power steering, 248·1847. 10/6
MINI-CORVETTE: Opel GT-1900 miles, 4
spd, disc brakes, 102 hp. Contact Steve
Silbaugh. 206-5893, Will consider older
car in trade. 10/9
MAY WE help you 1 Renting-scl!ingli53ting. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty, 4704 Lomas NE, 268-3932.
10/28
MUST SELL new ')1. size Simmons bed,
complete. Call 277-4027. 10/10
:MINT CONDITION Sansui 3000A amplifier and tuner-130 watts music: power.
Call 299 ..5989-leave nn.me and phone
no. for Chuck. 10(6
THREE FREE kittens !or pets not for
novelties; if you have homes nnd love
to give them care, call 242-8539, 10/10

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PERSON WANTED to stay with affable
1'h yr. old girl aftemaons while mother
finishes dissertation. Uni\'. area. Mrs.
Hiat. 268·6024. 10/3
SENIOR MEN or grad students interested
in pnrt-time job with management po-.
tential call 265-1123. 10/G
MAIL CARRIERS: Applicants must be
neat, physically able nnd willing to walk
designated full and half routes and must
furnish automobile. Contact Indepen·
dent Postal System• of America, 2422886, 730 Haines, NW for appointment.
Women and students welcomed. 10/10

Tutors Needed
The Residence Halls Council is
in need of student tutors for
mathematics, English, French,
Spanish, German, Latin,
chemistry, physics, biology, and
psychology. Tutors are needed to
work three hours a .night, once a
week,
All tutors will be paid $1.50
per hour. Interested persons can
call Joanne Hall at 277-4311.

Travel Film
A documentary film on Ceylon
will ·be shown Tuesday night as
the first in the Travel-Adventure
Film Series. The film will be
shown at 7 :30 in Popejoy Hall.
Admission is $1.25 for faculty
members and $1 for students.

Film Festival
Esquire Magazine is spQnsoring
a college film festival and will
offer cash prizes in five categories
of films. This program is designed
to encourage the study of Cinema
Arts. Judges of the films will
include; Roman Polanski, Andy
Warhol, Peter Goldfarb, and Gene
Youngblood.
There will be a $500 first prize
in each of the five categories. The
categories are: dramatic,
documentary, animated and
experimental. There will also be a
special foreign division.
The first prize films will be
joined together as a feature
festival film with a "name'' star
acting as host-narrator. The film
will be distributed nationally to
theatres and television stations.
Entries will close February 1st,
1970., Results are to be
announced April1, 1970.
Entries can be sent to: Esquire
Magazine College Film Festival,
Beverly Hills Studio, 9336 West
Washington Boulevard, Culver
City, California 90230.

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates
265.5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

STUDENT-INITIATED COURSES
in the

UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
If ten or more students wish a one-hour seminar on a certain topic for Semester II,
1969-70, they may petition to have such a course offered. The topic desired and some
suggested readings should be submitted with the petition.

NE\N
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Monday, October 6
School of Lnw; Union, Room 231.. 0;
12:30 p.m.
ICAP meet!nm Union, Room 250-E; 1
p.m.
To,vn Club Actives; Union, Room 280,
'l'own Club Pledges: Union, Room 231-D;
6:30 p,m,
Alph~ Tau Omega: Union, Room 250-D;
7:00 p.m.
Delta Sigma PPi: Union, Room 23l.t\-B:
7 p.m.
Students for Democr~tic Society; Union,
Room 129: 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pil Union, Room 253;
7;30 p,m,
Chi Alpha.: Union, Room 231-E: 8 p.m.
Amigos Anonymous; Newman Center; 7
p.m.
Tuesday, October 7
Seminar on Linguistics and Language
in Pedagogy; Dr. Albert Voc:el on "Attitudes Towards Language"; Anthropology,
Room B .. Gi '7 :30 p.m•
Student Organizing Committee Union,
Room 129: 8 p.m.
Travel Adventure Filrn, Series on Ceylon; Popejoy Hall: 7:30 p.m.; Adults $1,50
students $1.00,
Wednesday, October 8
Student Education Association Meeting;
.,Cultural ConfUct and Traditional Curriculum," by Dr. John AragO'll; Union,
Room 250-A: 7 p.m.
Student Senate Union. Desert Room,
7:30 p.m.
Friday, October 10
Sigma Phi Epsilon Dance, Music by
The Yellow Bri~k Road; Union Ballroom;
8 p.m.; '2'5 cents.
Junior League of Albuquerque-Headlines 1969; Popejoy Hall; 8:15 p,m.; $10,
$4, $2.50.

Grisso Scholarship
Applications are available £or
the Edward Grisso M"'morial
Scholarship for the 1969-70
academic year.
The $150 award will go to a
male student who has achieved
the greatest improvement in his
academic grades during his
sophomore year. Improvement
will be dete;:mined on the basis of
the student's academic average for
his sophomore year, and his
academic grade average for both
semesters of his freshman year.
Applications may be obtained
from Mrs. Moore in the Student
Aids Office. The deadline for
returning the applications is Oct.
8. There will be no restrictions as
to race, creed, nationality or
financial need.
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Recruiting U

MEXICO

Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:
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Amigos

SDS Plans Co-op Bookstore
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$1.00 n <lay
Piclc Up And Service
No Depoolt
Lower Mon thlv Rate

:~!'roc

Buck's TY Rentals
26B-4uB~

Color Available

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL IN YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT
CLASS!

And you had better believe it. Because throughout your
college career, you'll spend over 5,000 hours with your
nose in a book doing just your required reading. That's
if you are a "normal" student with a reading rate of 250
to 400 words a minute. And you know that's a shame,
because if you had enrolled in the revolutionary Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics course you could save at least
3,700 of those hours.

i
'·

'I
fi
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The Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) last night drafted a
bill asking Student Senate to start
a students' cooperative bookstore.
The bill will be presented to
Senate Wednesday night.
An appeal for public acceptance

VISTA Applications
Now Available on Mall
Recruiters for Volunteers in
Service To America (VISTA) are
accepting applications this ·week
on the amll.
The recruiters representing the
50 active VISTA volunteers in
New Mexico currently working on
many civic improvement projects.
Sponsored by the Newman
Club, the VISTA volunteers will
be interviewing applicants on
campus and distributing
applications on the mall north of
the Union until Friday at 2 p.m.
Requirements for appliants
include U.S. citizenship over age
18, but students over 20 are
especially encouraged to apply.
Representing the volunteer
organization on campus are
Joseph Brocato, recruiter S.W.
region, Martha Donez, recruiting
specialist S.W. region, Lenny
Ollice, Field Representative, and
Bill Stilwell, third year volunteer.
All of the recruiters have
served in VISTA, in such varied
places as, The Turtle Mountain
Chippe;wa· Reservation at
Belcourt, North Dakota; Saint
Thomad, United States Virgin
Islands; Seminole Indian Tribe in
Florida; Choctaw Indian

Find out why we have over 400,000 grad;
uates. Attend a FREE MINI LESSON.
Call for appointment

~

Community at Idabel, Oklahoma;
Brownsville, Texas; and
Albuquerque.
Bill Stilwell, working in the
VISTA program in Albuquerque is
now active in establishing a youth
program in South Barelas that has
just been funded by the Office of
Economic Opportunity and the
Department of Parks and
Recreation. In the past he has
helped existing community groups
to develop the Narcotics
Rehabilitation Program and the
Comprehensive Alcoholics
Program here in Albuquerque,
Stilwell said "The whole idea
of VISTA is to get existing
agencies to become involved and
so serve the total community
instead of just segments."
Currently, 13 VISTA volunteers
are busy in Albuquerque aiding
the community in various
projects.
Some of the volunteers are
working on building and
consumer co-ops. "Others are
publicizing community problems
that haven't been exposed such as
de facto segregation at
Albuquerque High School." said
Stilwell.

will be sold.
In other action, a resolution was
adopted in which SDS gave its
support to a proposed boycott of
the Country Barm take-out
restaurant by .residents of Yale
Park.
Bill Golembeski, a frequenter
of Yale Park, told the meeting the
management of the Country Barn
was harassing the customers with
long hair by "kicking them out"
of the restaurant.
Steering Committee member
Mike Colvin suggested SDS help
the boycott by printing leaflets
for the Yale park frequenters and
by having SDS members
participate in the boycott.
SDS also gave its endorsement
This weekend's conference will be the third such
to the Oct. 15 Vietnam
Moratorium march through conference. Lalicker termed the two previous conferences
downtown Albuquerque.
"highly successful because of the favorable comments from
Dave McCormick, a Steering not only university people" but also from community leaders
Committee member, proposed a statewide who have attended.
·
committee be formed to compile
a complete documentation of
United States involvement in
Vietnam to be printed in a short
pamphlet for distribution· among
UNM students prior to the march.
Mike Colvin proposed the
establishment of a guerrilla
theater to march with SDS under
a National Liberation Front
UNM's United Mexican-American Students (UMAS) will
(NLF- banner and the American
hold a rally on the Uriion Mall tomorrow at n0on to discuss
flag,
SUS member Mike Casey gave working conditions and employee grievances in the physical
a short progress report on an SDS plant.
project to use food the dormitory
UMAS members plan to sell food during the rally a;1d
kitchens allegedly wastes. This
donate
any profits to Jose Herrera, a former physical plant
food will be re-distributed among
employee who UMAS members say was injured on the job
the people in Yale Park.
Casey said he had gained the and subsequently removed from his job without receiving
unanimous approval of the workman's compensation.
Newman Center in this project.
Physical plant employees will speak to students during the
Other religious organizations have
rally.
UMAS members said the workers would be treated as
endorsed the proposal too, said
"honored guests and speakers" at the rally.
Casey.

UMAS Plans Mall Rally
To Tell Workers' Story·

Lobo l:ditorship Was Dangerous Position in 1937
Kidnappers Beaf, Shaved, Stripped, Blindfolded, Bound Lyle Saunders For Prinfing Leffer
By GRANT HARVEY

Stat'ting Dates:

ALSO

Oct, 8, 7:00 PM
Nov. 4, 7:00 PM

Individualized Instruction
in Math & Reading

High Quality-Guranteed Results-Low Cost

* * * * * *
Call Ann or Pam at 265·6761
U.S.P. courses, student-initiated or otherwise, are not "Honors" courses but are open
to any·full·time undergraduat~ student in good standing.
The full list of U.S.P. courses and how to enroll in them will be announced near the
end of the current semester.

and a request for funds for
starting the store are included in
the bill.
The money will be used to buy
the first supplies of the new
bookstore. At first only stationery
(looseleaf paper and notebooks)

statewide community," Lalicker said.
Attending the conference will be representatives of the
administration and faculty, UNM students, and state
community leaders.
President Heady, several University vice presidents,
Regents President Arturo Ortega, and several other Regents
will attend, Lalicker said.
Among students attending will be ASUNM President Ron
Curry; ASUNM Vice President Joe Alarid; Leonard DeLayo,
chairman of the Student Lobby; Bill Pickens, Vietnam
Moratorium Committee co-chairman; Barbara Brown,
member of the Speaker's Committee and Black Student
Union; Arturo Sandoval, a member of United
Mexican-American Students; and Wayne Ciddio, The Lobo
editor.
The students were recommended by ASUNM and are "a
broad representation of various viewpoints," Lalicker said,
adding that about 100 people would attend the conference.
"It will be an unstructured program in that we're not
going to specify any particular topics but rather discuss
current issues on campus, paying particular attention as to
who runs a university and why," Lalicker said.
. ,,
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Send petitions to Dudley Wynn, Director, U.S.P., the Honors Center, UNM.
A course will have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment from an
instructor willing to teach the course if it is chosen.
Petitioners should consult with the U.S.P. office as to criteria for selecl:ion of courses
before trying to secure signatures or d commitment from an instructor.

Amigos Anonymous members organize fund raising projects to
The conference works "to develop better understanding
finance student volunteers who will teach community classes in Mexico by community leaders of the workings of a university, and at
next summer. The group is re-forming locally despite dissolution of the
the same time help us understand the attitudes of the
national organization this summer.

Asks Public Acceptanee, Funds

; ;

RENT-A-TV

'

The Community Leadership Conference to be held Oct.
10 to Oct. 12 at the D. H. Lawrence ranch near Taos is
designed to improve communications between the University
community and the larger statewide community, said Robert
Lalicker, assistant to the University president.

stu~ent

Friday, October 10
VISTA-AU majors
HALLIBURTON SERVICEs-ME, EE,
ChE, CE.
Monday, October 13
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION,
MINING & METALS DIVISION-ChE,
ME, Geol. Engin., Geol. Metallurgy, Metallurgical Engr., Inorganic Chem., Mining
En gr. ( BS, MS l
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
-Chem., ChE, CE, Acct. (BS) Gen. Bus.
with as many as 12 hours ot accounting
THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIVISIONChE, ME, Ind. E (BS) Chem, (BS), Acct,
Ind. 1\lgt. (BBA)
SINGER, FRIDEN DIVISION-EE, ME
(BS, MS), Industrial Engineering (BS)
Tuesday, October 14
CABOT CORPORATlON-ChE, ME, CE
(DS), ChE (MS)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERV·
ICES ADMIN., COAST & GEODETIC
SURVEY-CE, EE, ME, Meteorology,
Math, Physics, Oceanography related PhysIcal Sciences (DS, MSl
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARDCE, 1\!E EE (DS, MS)
UNlV AC, DIV. OF SPERRY RAND
CORP. FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV,-EE
(BS, MSl Com. Sri.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH CORP.-EE, ME, IE, Phya·
ics (BS. MSl
THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPA-NY, CHEMICAL DlV.-ChE, ME, Ind.
E. (DS) Chcm. (DS), Acct., Ind. Jl!gt.
(DBA)
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State Leaders
Will Participate
In U Conference·

II

Deadline for Petitions
October I0, 1969

Tuesday, October 7, 1969

Monday, October 6
STATE OF HAWAII, DEPT. OF
EDUCATION, HONOLULU, HAW/I.IIEiem-(K-6), Sec.-Counselors, Ind. Aria,
Math PhYsical Science, Special Education,
VlSTA--AII majors
Tuesday, October 7
VISTA-All maiors
UNITED STATEl:l ARMY RECRUIT·
ING, OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM
-AU mniors
Wednesday, October 8
VISTA-AU maiors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUITING, OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM
-AU maiors
Thursday, October 9
HUNT-WESSON FOODS, INC.-Marketing, Management (BBA)
VISTA-All maiors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUITING, OFFICERS TRAINING PROGRAM
-All majors
BLUE BELL, INCORPORATED-En•
gineering, DBA. Acct., or any interested

Evelyn Wood
READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth NE, Albuquerque

Editor Assaulted by Masked Party
Kidnap Lyle Saunders
From Campus, Leave
Him Tied Blindfolded
Middle-aged citizens who
criticize student behavior on
campus today are perhaps a bit
forgetful of behavior of some of
their peers in college days in the
30's.
The above headline bannered
in The Lobo Dec. 9, 1937. The
editor was stripped, shav~d, a!ld
tarred before the gang tied h1m
and left him on a deserted road on
the east mesa.
The reason?. The Lobo the, day
before ran a letter from an 1rate
student who decried the actrons

of students drinking on campus.
Saunders gave police a
The letter to the editor also complete description of the car
criticized the actions of a including that it was "a Ford
fraternity at a barn party on the coach, about 1934 model with
over-sized jumbo tires and
edge of town.
armored wheels." The police said
Kidnapped
The Lobo editor was they were confident that they
kidnapped about 11:30 p.m. as he could locate the owners.
was walking to The Lobo office.
"As he passed the University
"To the Thugs"
dining hall, a Ford coach with
On the day this story ran in
lights off drew up on the other
side of the street and stopped." The Lobo, the editor boxed a
letter "to the thugs" and set it on
reads the Dec. 9, 1937, Lobo.
"Four men got out, rushed page one. Part of the letterreads:
across the road and knocked him "What happened last night has
to the ground, After . being happened. here before and will
overpowered, Saunders was bound probably happen again - even to
and thrown roughly into the car. me, maybe, fQr I have no
Two of the assailants sat on him intention of changing the editorial
while another kicked him several policies of The Lobo merely
times as he lay on the flQor of the · because a few people happen to
disagree with thern."
car."

The next day The Lobo
received this letter: "What
happened Wednesday nite is just a
sample. Don't put this in the
paper if you like to be healthy.''
The Lobo did put it in the
paper - on front page along with
an answer by the editor that read
in part: "We do like to be healthy.
In fact, we are most happy when
that way. But we realize that
healthiness is as much a state of
mind as a state of body, and we
are sure that we could never be
mentally healthy if we allowed
ou.rselvesto be influenced by this
type of pressure."
Wordy Sympathy
The same day The Lobo editor
received a . rather wordy letter of
sympathy from the Associated
Students officers. We, the officers

of the Associated Students,
deplore the despicable and craven
attack made on your person last
Wenesday night by several
University hoodlums ...• "
An Albuquerque businessman
who asked this writer if the
current Lobo staff had any notion
of this incident of past years said
he had been a good friend of the
beaten Lobo editor, This
businessman said when the case
came to trial, the presiding judge
was a member of the fraternity of
the defendents. Case was
dismissed he said.
This is a true and unprejudiced
account of the behavior of college
stud~nts who are now very likely
parents of studertts at UNM.
How's that far breaking the ·
generation gap?

,•

